


Inspired by the alchemy of perfumery, jewellery and crystal-
making, Les Compositions Parfumées keeps René Lalique’s

innovative spirit alive, fusing natural and molecular ingredients 
into chic, fun, modern olfactory stories.

Today, the House of Lalique presents the perfect complement to 
its exclusive collection with three high-quality candles inspired by 

three scents from the range. Each candle is offered in a sleek 
glass bearing the gold Lalique logo, matte white on the outside, 
with the inside matching the colour of the wax: berry purple for 
Electric Purple, candy pink for Pink Paradise, honeyed amber for 

Sweet Amber.

Harmonize your home fragrance with your signature perfume. 
Burn them bright to reflect different moods or occasions.  Les 

Compositions Parfumées candles will scent your world with color
and emotion.

Scenting your world with emotion



Fluffy. Airy. Heavenly… 
Pink Paradise, a fresh sea breeze of musks and woods, 
by Ane Anyo.

Juicy. Playful. Pop… 
Electric Purple, a sparkling berry chypre, 

by Nathalie Lorson. 

Hot. Delicious. Addictive… 
Sweet Amber, a whirlwind of delectable petals 

by Philippe Romano. 



Brighten your mood by lighting the violet wax of the Electric Purple candle. Against the
vibrant green of mint and violet leaves, the mouth-watering boysenberry note, captured
through the cutting-edge NaturePrint® technology, is so realistic you can almost taste the
purple fruit. Boosted by musk, this high-contrast electric accord rests on a bed of moss and
patchouli.

A surprisingly sophisticated, playful fruity chypre that will bring the juicy joys of a
summertime berry patch straight into your home, whatever the season.

Electric Purple



Pink Paradise
Let yourself drift on the fluffy cloud of musk with the rosy wax of Pink Paradise, carried
by a soft sea breeze scented with sweet, vanilla and almond-scented heliotrope and
heady jasmine. Close your eyes: you’re transported the pepper-black sand of an exotic
island beach, lazing in a sunbeam of juicy citrus on a bed of silky sandalwood. The air
is alive with vibrant Iso E Super.
A truly miraculous molecule with creamy, woody facets, it makes any scent come alive.

You’ll never want to land... Truly heavenly!



Sweet Amber 
Turn your home into a huge, exuberant bouquet of white flowers – jasmine sambac, 

tuberose, orange blossom – by burning the golden wax of Sweet Amber… And indulge 
your sweet tooth with luscious vanilla, lifted by a teasing lick of anise. 

Galaxolide, a clean, soft musk that lifts the floral notes, turns them into a whirlwind of 
delicious petals. As airy as a perfect meringue. And just as irresistible. 

Are you in a boudoir, a garden or a chic patisserie? Why choose?



LES COMPOSITIONS PARFUMÉES
CANDLES 

FRAGRANCES:

ELECTRIC PURPLE – CHYPRE
PINK PARADISE – WOODY
SWEET AMBER – FLORAL

WEIGHT OF WAX:
190 GR / NET 6.7 Oz.

BURNING TIME:
MIN. 60 HOURS

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICES:
69 eur, 72 usd, 
62 gbp, 89 chf



SOCIAL MEDIAS 
HASHTAGS 

#LALIQUECOMPOSITIONSPARFUMEES

#ELECTRICPURPLE

#PINKPARADISE

#SWEETAMBER

@LALIQUE
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For online access to the Voyage de Parfumeur Collection images and press material,
We invite you to visit:

http://voyagedeparfumeur.com/pressroom/
www.lalique.com/pressroom/fragrances/les-compositions-parfumées/


